
Topi 1: Flap De�etion Studies

Purpose To determine the requirements for aurate predition

of performane hanges with angle of attak (KQ 7,

plus potentially aspets of 9 and 10).

Starting points

◮
Compute a partial α-sweep (not too near CL,max)

◮
Repeat for (at least some) angles of attak and

determine hange in aerodynami oe�ients

Supporting piees

◮
Flap de�etion meshes (probably level C meshes

for these; in proess)

Comments

◮
This topi is an ideal hoie for partiipants with

limited omputational resoures and those who

are new to high lift simulations



Topi 2: Drilling Down on Impat of Solver Choies

Purpose To study the impat of deisions made about

disretizations, solver settings, et (KQ 11 from a

di�erent angle)

Starting points

◮
Compute one or more ases from the Topi 1

and ompare results between solvers

◮
Identify solver features and settings ((type of

gradient alulation, arti�ial dissipation, or

invisiid �ux funtion, for instane) that impat

the solution

Supporting piees

◮
Referene solutions, both on the mesh level(s)

used for the study and a �ner mesh level (≥D)

using a well-veri�ed solver

Comments

◮
This topi will hopefully shed some light on why

di�erent solvers give signi�antly di�erent

answers on the same mesh.



Topi 3: Mesh Sensitivity

Purpose To study systematially where the solution is highly

sensitive to mesh resolution (KQ 2 and 3, with

impliations for the future for 4, 7�11)

Starting points

◮
Compute primal and adjoint solutions

◮
Produe modi�ed meshing guidelines and

generate new meshes? (aspets of KQ 1, 6)

Supporting piees

◮
Potentially, lose interation with meshing

partiipants



Topi 4: E�ets of Turbulene / Transition Model Choies

Purpose To study the impat of turbulene and transition

modeling on aerodynami preditions, espeially near

stall (KQ 8, and aspets of 9)

Starting points

◮
Compute one or more �ow onditions and

ompare results between turbulene models.

◮
To redue solver dependeny, ideally ompare

models implemented in the same solver, with the

same solver settings.

◮
Identify regions of the �ow where models give

di�ering results.

Comments

◮
Perhaps oordinate with LES / wall-modeled

LES TFGs for omparison data.



Topi 5: Solution Strategies

Purpose To study the impat of onvergene trajetory on

high lift simulation results (KQ 10 and 11)

Starting points

◮ α-sweep from low to high (past stall) and bak

down again, restarting from previous α solution.

◮
Repeat with freestream initial onditions

◮
Look at impats of global vs. loal time step;

steady vs. unsteady simulation; di�erent

onvergene aelerations strategies; et

Comments

◮
This is going to involve a lot of simulations.

Consider whether B or C meshes are the

appropriate hoie.



Key Questions

1. How an meshing guidelines be presribed so that geometrially similar

meshes are generated?

2. What are the meshing resolution requirements and best

praties/guidelines for di�erent regions of the lift urve?

3. How do we aurately, onsistently, and learly presribe wake resolution

requirements?

4. Can a single mesh produe onsistently aurate results for all angles of

attak?

5. What are urrent best praties for remeshing due to omponent

movement?

6. What roadbloks or limitations exist in our urrent apabilities for

remeshing?

7. Can RANS modeling aurately predit the in�uene of omponent

movement at moderate angles of attak?

8. Can RANS modeling aurately predit CL,max?

9. At what angles of attak are steady-state RANS simulations appropriate?

10. How muh error and unertainty is assoiated with underonvergene of

the solution residual?

11. What is the e�et of solution strategy (e.g. global CFL ondition, global

time stepping, quasi-Newton, initial onditions, et.) on the preditions?


